Alpine 4 night Safari, Australia
Itinerary
This evening there will be an introductory dinner at
the Reynella Homestead hosted by the owners John
and Roslyn Rudd. After dinner you will be briefed on
the days ahead.
After breakfast the next day you will be taken by 4
wheel drive or mini-bus to Providence (or an
alternative starting-point), where you meet the horses
and begin your ride.

You will stay at a variety of campsites during the ride
and the route taken that day will depend very much
on whether the group desire a longer or a shorter ride
that morning/afternoon. Your guides will do their best
to accommodate your wishes. Sometimes it may be
possible to divide a group up into faster and slower
riders and there may even be the opportunity to jump
a few logs along the way.

On the penultimate day, it is a full day ride back to the
Reynella Homestead. Later, enjoy a final meal
together.
Ride through the northern most part of the Kosciuszko
National Park. The itinerary is not set in stone until
nearer the departure date of your ride to
accommodate changes in weather etc. However you
will normally ride from the horses’ base at Providence
to Tantangara, Currango Creek, Long Plain, the Kiandra
Gold Fields, 17 Flat and the Cherry Gardens amongst
others.

Accommodation
Your first and last night is in comfortable lodge-style
accommodation at The Homestead. There are a
number of rooms, each accommodating anything from
two to six people with shared shower facilities for all.
The rooms contain a mixture of beds, including
doubles, singles and bunk-beds.
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Duvets and towels are provided and also heaters and
electric blankets should it get very cold.
For the nights on the trail you camp in roomy two-man
tents with thick mattresses or if you prefer, you can
camp under the stars. Sleeping bags are available for
hire, if you do not wish to take your own.
Everyone is expected to help set up camp and part of
the fun is helping to erect and dismantle the tents.

Washing facilities on the trail are limited, but you may
be able to swim in rivers.

What to Bring
.
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